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Abstract—Current augmented reality displays still have a very limited field of view compared to the human vision. In order to localize
out-of-view objects, researchers have predominantly explored visual guidance approaches to visualize information in the limited
(in-view) screen space. Unfortunately, visual conflicts like cluttering or occlusion of information often arise, which can lead to search
performance issues and a decreased awareness about the physical environment. In this paper, we compare an innovative non-visual
guidance approach based on audio-tactile cues with the state-of-the-art visual guidance technique EyeSee360 for localizing out-of-view
objects in augmented reality displays with limited field of view. In our user study, we evaluate both guidance methods in terms of search
performance and situation awareness. We show that although audio-tactile guidance is generally slower than the well-performing
EyeSee360 in terms of search times, it is on a par regarding the hit rate. Even more so, the audio-tactile method provides a significant
improvement in situation awareness compared to the visual approach.

Index Terms—Augmented Reality, view-management, guidance, audio-tactile cues, performance, situation awareness

1 INTRODUCTION

Locating virtual objects in augmented reality (AR) applications
can be a challenging task. A major problem of many augmented
reality displays is their relatively narrow field of view (FOV) that only
covers a small part of human vision. The human visual system has
a binocular FOV of about 210° horizontally and 150° vertically [40].
In comparison, the popular Microsoft HoloLens AR display has a
FOV of 30°H and 17.5°V. Studies have shown that when the density
of information increases, narrow FOV can negatively affect search
performance [13]. Furthermore, conflicting visual cues can make it
difficult to process and interpret stimuli [47] and can lead to a certain
degree of sensory overload as human processing capacities are limited
[56].

In this context, view-management techniques are dealing with the
layout and appearance of augmentations [9]. However, designing effec-
tive view-management systems for narrow FOV displays is still an open
issue in research. Depending on the application at hand, view manage-
ment may need to handle both in-view and out-of-view information
adequately. A major problem for narrow FOV displays is typically over-
lapping information (e.g., labels), where augmentations occlude each
other and/or the reference object in the scene [23]. In-view labelling
can aggravate the problem [48] as this method tries to place additional
labels inside the limited FOV that refer to out-of-view objects. This can
lead to visual conflicts that can cause visibility, legibility, depth order-
ing, scene distortion and object relationship issues [47]. With respect
to solving problems related to out-of-view targets, researchers have fo-
cused on developing different so-called guidance approaches (see [12]
and [79] for an overview). We can roughly differentiate between visual
(e.g., [12, 32]) and non-visual guidance methods (e.g., [20, 42, 62]).
Most research is directed towards visual methods [79]. Non-visual
guidance methods typically look at reducing visual overload or con-
flicts by minimizing the number of stimuli in the visual sensory channel.
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To achieve this, sensory substitution - the transfer of information to a
different sensory channel - can be used [58]. Sensory substitution is
commonly used to overcome the limitations of blocked sensory chan-
nels, e.g., for people with visual disabilities [59]. In the context of dense
information in narrow FOV displays, sensory substitution is believed
to be a fruitful direction to improve user performance [62].

The effectiveness of the most common visual guidance techniques
has been compared in a number of object search tasks [12]. Results
indicated that EyeSee360 was performing very well against other well-
established visual guidance methods [12, 33]. However, there is a lack
of understanding how well non-visual guidance compare to their visual
counterparts. To address this lack, the aim of this paper is to compare
the performance of visual and non-visual guidance methods in the
context of head-worn displays with narrow FOV. For this work, we
used the currently widely used Microsoft HoloLens (first version with
a diagonal FOV of about 35° ) as a reference model. In our studies, we
look into aspects like search performance, accuracy, cognitive load, and
situational awareness (SA) of visual and non-visual guidance methods.
We compare visual and non-visual guidance methods and investigate the
above-mentioned aspects in three sub-studies. In contrast to previous
research that mostly considered optimal laboratory conditions, we
study real-world conditions more closely by examining the methods
in a simulated real-world environment instead of relying on purely
abstract use cases. We assumed that non-visual feedback can have a
positive effect on both usability and performance in AR systems with a
narrow FOV. We also expected that visual complexity can be reduced by
transferring that visual information to another perceptual channel. This
approach might be particularly useful in visual complex environments,
as it can potentially lead to a reduction of visual workload [75] and, in
direct relation, may increase situational awareness (SA).

1.1 Contributions
Through the results of our user studies, we present the following contri-
butions that provide new insights into the effectiveness of non-visual
guidance methods in comparison to a state-of-the-art visual technique.
We do so in context of guidance in narrow FOV AR displays. The com-
plete study was performed in virtual reality (VR), simulating an AR
environment (for details, see Section 4.3). While comparing visual and
non-visual guidance methods, we place a strong focus on SA. SA can
be a fundamental factor in AR systems and considerations should be
given for the usage of AR in real-world conditions [39]. Unfortunately,
SA is frequently not taken into account sufficiently when addressing
guidance in AR.

• In study part 1 we compared audio-tactile guidance with Eye-
See360 during a simple object collection task in terms of general
task performance. We showed that audio-tactile guidance could



compete and even slightly exceed EyeSee360 regarding the hit
rate. However, search times were considerably shorter for Eye-
See360.

• In study part 2 we increased the difficulty by adding visual noise
and optical flow to the same task as performed in study 1. Further-
more, a small noticeability test was added to have a first indicator
for SA. We showed that an increased task difficulty likely does not
have an influence on search performance for both guidance meth-
ods. However, the noticeability test indicated already a notably
higher SA for the audio-tactile mode.

• In study part 3 the task difficulty was increased again by adding
a secondary task. The performance of the secondary task was
also used to measure SA. We showed that SA was significantly
higher with audio-tactile guidance while performance values of
the object collection task (search times, hit rate) for both modes
were not affected by the secondary task.

Summarizing, it has not been shown yet how non-visual guidance
cues can compete with current visual guidance techniques. We do
so by discussing performance measurements while solving an object
collection task under different degrees of difficulty. Furthermore, we
show how to improve SA in case audio-tactile guidance is used for the
localization of out-of-view objects in AR.

2 RELATED WORK

Our studies touch upon several fields of research, namely view
management, visual and non-visual guidance methods, and situational
awareness in AR, which we describe below.

2.1 View Management
Designing and optimizing the layout of information in view manage-
ment methods have been researched over a longer period of time [9].
Studies so far have mainly focused on label placement for size and
position [6, 9], depth-placed ordering [70, 71] and the appearance of
labels (e.g. foreground-background issues [29] or the legibility of
text [28, 52]). While in recent times some research has been done on
view management for wide FOV displays [44,48], not many researchers
have focused on narrow FOV displays yet, except e.g., [13, 76].

2.2 Narrow Field of View
Current-generation AR devices still suffer from a limited FOV. Limiting
the FOV typically leads to various problems like perceptual and visuo-
motor performance decrements for real and virtual environments [8].
Even though most studies that focus on FOV limitations were per-
formed on virtual reality (VR) systems, it can be assumed that insights
also apply to AR applications to a certain degree. Another intensively
discussed issue is the consistent underestimation of distances for head
mounted displays (HMD) with limited FOV in VR scenes [92] and
for AR applications [84]. Dense information spaces in narrow FOV
have also been shown to affect search performance negatively [13],
while a decreased FOV can lead to a significant change in visual scan
pattern and head movement, which may in turn also affect search per-
formance [18,83]. With respect to spatial awareness, it has been shown
that FOV restrictions are degrading the abilities of developing spatial
knowledge and navigation [1,90]. Finally, a restricted FOV can result in
decreased search performance [3] as well as selection performance [25].

2.3 Visual guidance
With respect to visual guidance, effects like the pop-out effect [36]
or attention guiding techniques [77, 89] have found some reasonable
application. Less obtrusive methods like subliminal cueing [72] and
saliency modulation in AR [88] have also been discussed. Furthermore,
head-up displays (HUDs) are also widely used for guidance, e.g., in
the aircraft sector, for basic navigation, flight information [5, 66] and
pathway guidance [27]. Other common examples for guidance with
visual aids are specific pointers to targets like arrows and attention
tunnels [81], 3D arrows [33], radars and halos [12] or EyeSee360 [30].
Latter showed superior performance compared to five other visual

guidance techniques in different scenarios regarding completion time,
usability (SUS score) and workload [12].

2.4 Non-visual Guidance
Non-visual guidance can be implemented in various ways. In terms of
vibro-tactile cues, they can be used to direct navigation [53, 85], for 3D
selection tasks [2, 60], for supporting pose and motion guidance [7, 61],
and visual search tasks [51, 54]. In [62], we reported on different
audio-tactile approaches that guide the user in 3D space. The used
setup was specifically designed for AR displays with narrow FOV and
is inspired by the ring-based tactile guidance systems of Oliveira et
al. [20]. Similar head mounted tactile setups have been explored in a
two dimensional manner (e.g. Haptic Radar [15], ProximityHat [10]) or
as high-resolution tactor grid [42]. Alternative haptic feedback devices
exist that can provide directional feedback towards the head, e.g., by
using a robot-arm attached to a HMD [91], however their applicability
may be limited in AR systems.

Regarding auditory cues, research has looked at supporting visual
search [65,87] and navigation [41]. Studies showed that spatial auditory
cues can improve search performance by up to around 25% [64]. Re-
garding visual search tasks, cross-modal effects have been researched
for audio-tactile cues [45, 67] or conflicts between visual and auditory
cues [46]. Sonification strategies also use auditory cues to inform or
guide the user. It typically modulates sound attributes like pitch and
loudness with respect to the presence of the auditory reference [22].
This metaphor can also be found in modern parking car systems, where
the distance information is provided through a decreasing time interval
between impulse tones [69].

2.5 Situational Awareness
Situational awareness describes the “perception of the elements in the
environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of
their meaning and the projection of their status in the near future” [24].
AR technologies found a broad application in improving SA for diverse
areas. The AR tool InfoSPOT [37] for example helps facility managers
accessing required building information. SA is enhanced by overlaying
device information on the view of the real environment. AR is also
widely used in the aviation sector for pilots [26], military operations
[17, 57], and driver assistance systems in cars [55, 68] to provide the
user additional information, e.g., about incoming threads.

To measure SA, various techniques can be used (see [80] for an
overview). SAGAT - a freeze probe technique - is one of the most
common approaches to validate SA. On the other hand, measuring task-
depending characteristics of the operators performance is the probably
simplest way to examine the impact of SA. Performance measures are
non-intrusive as they are produced through the natural flow of the task
and is used to indirectly measure SA [80].

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The user study reported in this paper compares guidance perfor-
mance of non-visual to visual cues under three different degrees of
difficulty. In each study part users used guidance cues to identify a
target among distractor objects. Task difficulty (from now on referred to
as “task load”) can be typically modulated by adding noise or including
a secondary task next to the main task [19]. During our experiment, task
load is increased by adding visual noise, namely through a dynamic
environment, and a secondary task. While the background was kept
static and neutral in the first study part, the second and third study
part were set in a vivid virtual city environment causing rich visual
background noise and optical flow. In order to increase task load again
in the third study part, users further had to perform a secondary task
next to the guided search task. This allows us to examine the user’s SA
more closely [24].

These studies addressed our research questions, formulated as fol-
lows:

RQ1: How well do non-visual guidance methods perform compared
to visual guidance methods for a search task on different levels of task
load (inferred by a static/dynamic environment and secondary task)?



H1: We hypothesize that EyeSee360 will outperform audio-tactile
guidance in low task load (static environment) conditions. On the
other hand we expect in the high task load (dynamic environment
and secondary task) conditions a higher performance for the audio-
tactile method because of the reduced workload and less visual clutter
compared to EyeSee360.

RQ2: Is there an effect of guidance method on situation awareness
when a secondary task is included?

H2: We hypothesize that the usage of EyeSee360 contributes to a
lower SA compared to audio-tactile guidance. We expect this behaviour
because of a higher mental workload due to a higher density of visual
information compressed inside a small FOV.

4 USER STUDY

For visual guidance we used the EyeSee360 technique [30]. Eye-
See360 was created for visualizing out-of-view objects in 360° around
the user, depending on the user’s orientation, and was improved over
time in terms of reducing visual clutter and mental workload [31, 34].
Following, we will describe both methods in more detail. To provide
non-visual cues, we used a modified version of our audio-tactile guid-
ance interface reported in [62] and encoded latitude by audio and depth
by vibration cues. Previously, we tested this cue combination against
other non-visual audio-tactile feedback encodings and showed that
it provides a superior performance regarding guidance accuracy and
search time [62].

4.1 EyeSee360
The original EyeSee360 technique (see Figure 1a) maps the 3D space to
a 2D ellipse with a smaller rectangle in the central point. Colored dots
(called proxies) are positioned in this 2D map inside the inner rectangle
to indicate target locations of objects in the 3D space inside the user’s
FOV, while out-of-view objects are displayed inside the ellipse but
outside the rectangle (see Figure 1). The inner rectangle is sized so
as not to occlude the user’s focus. The horizontal line corresponds to
the eye level of the user, the distance to this line indicates elevation
level of the target. A proxy above this line indicates that the target
is above eye level, a proxy beneath the line means that the target is
located below. Distance to the vertical line indicates the longitudinal
position of the target, which can be on the left or right side of the user.
To illustrate the distance of the object, the proxy can take a color of
a gradient from red (target is close) to blue (target is far away), as
can be seen in Figure 1. This heatmap-inspired coding is intended
to make the interpretation of distances as intuitive as possible. The
original version of EyeSee360 included helplines in addition to the
horizontal and vertical line (Figure 1a). However, we decided to use
the improved variant with zero helplines only (Figure 1b) as it has
been shown to cause less distraction and resulted in a better search
performance compared to the variant with helplines [34].

(a) All helplines. (b) No helplines.

Fig. 1: Out-of-view visualization with EyeSee360. (a) shows the initial
method presented in [30]. (b) shows an improved variant of this method
without helplines [34].

4.2 Audio-tactile guidance
Audio-tactile guidance encodes spatial information on longitude, lati-
tude and depth to guide the user to a position in the 3D space. Here, we
briefly describe these encodings, for more detail, please refer to [62],
as we basically replicated the methods reported therein. In the afore-
mentioned paper, we investigated different approaches of non-visual

guidance in terms of performance, accuracy and information localiza-
tion. These metaphors are partially adapted from Oliveira et al. [20].
For the purpose of this paper, we used the best-performing metaphor as
reported in [62].

The user is informed about the relative position of the target on the
longitude by the position of the vibrating tactor in the vibro-tactile
setup (see Figure 2 upper, system description in Section 4.3). If the
target angular position was located horizontally between two tactor
positions, both motors vibrated. Motor intensity of both motors was
set in relation to the angular distance of the target. This was done to
achieve an interpolation effect to indicate that a target lied in between
the physical motor setup, similar to the phantom effect described in [38].
Once activated, the corresponding motors were running at a frequency
from about 50 hz up to 200 hz, depending on the current angular dis-
tance of the target. These values were chosen as we previously showed
that this feedback was clearly perceptible without being considered as
disturbing [62]. If the head is turned towards the indicated direction
(Figure 2 lower), the vibration “wanders” with the head rotation until
the feedback at the center of the forehead informs the user that the
target is located directly in front of his view direction. In case the
target angle temporarily lies above 90°or below -90°of the current head
rotation, the corresponding outermost vibration motor keeps vibrating
until the user rotates the head closer to the target direction.

Fig. 2: Longitudinal encoding (top view). Initially (time t), the tac-
tor position indicates the target direction. At time t+1 the vibration
feedback “wanders” with head rotation.

The latitude was provided by auditory feedback that used a mod-
ulating function with a quadratic growth, as this function has been
demonstrated to be the best working one in conjunction with latitudi-
nal encoding [20]. The modulating function adjusts the pitch and the
volume of the sound source depending on the difference between the
user viewing angle and the target elevation level as shown in Figure 3.
If the viewing angle is far from target elevation, the auditory feedback
is low for both volume and pitch, starting from about 300 Hz. As soon
as the viewing angle gets closer to target elevation, pitch and volume
increased to indicate the rapprochement on the latitudinal plane. Pitch
and volume is the highest at about 1300 Hz if the viewing angle corre-
sponds right to target elevation level to inform the user that the correct
elevation angle is spotted. The mid-range spectrum from 300 ∼ 1300
Hz was chosen as the human auditory system is particularly attuned
in this range and frequency discrimination works sufficiently good.
Higher frequencies however can sometimes be perceived as annoying
or even painful over time [14].



Fig. 3: Latitudinal encoding by auditory cues. Pitch and volume gets
adjusted by the viewing angle of the user.

To provide information about target depth (distance), we used the im-
plementation for target localization with absolute depth feedback [62].
This method uses the currently selected motor from longitudinal encod-
ing (see Figure 2) and applies a variable on/off pattern for activating the
vibration motors - hereafter referred to as pulse feedback (see Figure 4).
Pulse Feedback is inspired by commonly used car parking metaphors
that encode distance information through a decreasing time interval
between impulse tones [69], but in a vibro-tactile manner. This makes
pulse feedback easy to understand for most people since it is a com-
monly used real world metaphor. One pulse is described as the time the
motor is turned on and off again for a specific interval. These on/off
times have always the same length and are set to periods from 100ms
up to 500ms. A long pulse of 500ms would indicate that the target
lies very far away from the user while a very short pulse of 100ms
length signals that the target is positioned right in front of the user.
The maximum pulse speed of 100ms was chosen to comply with the
physical restrictions of the vibration motors, e.g., overcoming motor
inertia and braking time without provoking interferences [60].

Fig. 4: Depth encoding by pulse feedback. Pulse duration gets adjusted
by target depth.

4.3 System and Implementation
In this work, we compare visual and audio-tactile guidance for AR ap-
plications. However, for the user studies we used virtual environments
to ensure the same preconditions (e.g. lightning, visual and auditory
noise) and to allow an overall comparability between the various study
parts [74]. As such, we follow a similar approach as reported in [39].
For this, the FOV of the Microsoft HoloLens as current state-of-the-art
AR headset is simulated in VR. This was achieved by placing a virtual
display of about 35°(diagonal) size 3cm in front of the user’s eyes. This
display used a semitransparent glass-like material in order to gain the
impression of using an actual AR device (compare to [77]). Virtual aug-
mentations are only visible for the user inside that simulated AR FOV,
as can be seen on Figure 6 and Figure 9a and 9b. To provide tactile
cues, we created an extension that is usable in combination with vari-
ous AR/VR HMDs. In contrast to our previous system [62], it consists
of a headband which is made out of stretchable, comfortable-to-wear
cotton instead of a solution integrated in the headset. In this headband,
5 vibrotactors are placed along the temples and the forehead in 45°
intervals (see scheme in Figure 5a. We used Precision Microdrives
8mm vibration motors (2mm type, model number 308-107). These

motors were placed into sewn pockets, so both sides of the motors
are protected by fabric, as can be seen in Figure 5b. By this design,
we avoid direct skin contact and uncomfortable pressure against the
forehead while still maintaining clearly noticeable vibration feedback,
even when it is worn below a HMD.

(a) Scheme of the vibro-tactile interface in combination with a HMD.

(b) Wearing the interface. Vibrotactors are hidden in the sewn pockets.

Fig. 5: Custom made head strap attached with 5 vibrotactors placed in
45°intervals. The interface can be worn below a HMD.

The system was implemented using Unity 2019.2. We used the
HTC VIVE Pro VR headset including VIVE Pro controller as VR
platform. Participants performed the study in a laboratory room in
seated position on a rotating chair which is adjusted to a comfortable
position beforehand. Spatial audio was enabled by the Steam Audio
Spatializer plugin, using the integrated earphones of the HMD. The
vibrotactors were controlled by a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ running a
Python-based version of Open Sound Control to communicate with the
Unity App.

To model the visual noise conditions (see details in the next section),
for study part 2 and 3, virtual pedestrians were created with a random
appearance by the UMA 2 package (Unity Multipurpose Avatar). For
the car traffic, from a pool of 8 different looking cars, models were
distributed in the scene. To simulate simple crowd and car traffic move-
ment, NavMesh Agent behaviour managed a continuous movement
over random predefined paths in the scene. Furthermore, ambient city
sound effects are used to enhance immersion and to create additional
auditory noise.

4.4 Study Design
Both guidance methods were compared in VR in three study parts to
examine how they perform under different levels of task load in a fully
controlled environment.

In each study part and trial the user had to identify a target among
distractor objects that could not be differentiated by their appearance
or position alone. All objects took a random shape of one of five
primitives (sphere, cylinder, cube, pyramid, ring) with equal size. The
primitives ultimately represented locations and objects within an urban
environment. Therefore they were coloured in various shades of colours
that are supposed to appear predominantly in urban surroundings. For
this we analyzed a static image of the city scene in study part 2 and 3
and extracted four independent color clusters (see Figure 7a and 7b) by
using k-means clustering. For the experiments, the primitives of the
scene were randomly given one of the color of the resulting clusters
(see Figure 7c).



(a) Study part 1 using audio-tactile guidance.

(b) Study part 1 using EyeSee360.

Fig. 6: Guidance methods in comparison without any visual distractors
in study part 1. The center region shows the simulated AR display
with the according guidance method. Out-of-view objects were visual-
ized in semi-transparent orange color and were not visible outside the
simulated AR display during the experiment.

For each trial, 40 objects (1 target and 39 distractors) were distributed
in the scene. To spatially distribute the targets around the user and to
prevent them from overlapping each other, a virtual spherical grid
is placed on the user´s position, similar to [62]. The spherical grid
contains rows and columns, describing the angular distances to the
user. We used three rows as elevation angles (on 0° respectively eye
level, 22.5°,45°) and ten columns along 180° (when looking straight
ahead, the user was facing 90°). Initially, the objects are all placed in
the center of each used row/column combination. Afterwards, each
object was given a minor random horizontal and vertical offset and set
to a random distance of 15-30 meters to the user to create different
depth levels. We did not include further initial target elevation angles
below 0° due to physical limitations [20, 62] and to prevent that an
object would be occluded by the ground level. During the studies only
the distributed primitives without the spherical grid were visible to the
user. This setup also ensured that items were not occluded by each
other or by any objects of the environment. Although there was no city
environment in study part 1, we kept the depth range the same between
studies for comparability reasons. The user was sitting on a swivel
chair throughout the study and was not supposed to stand up or walk.
To search the objects the user rotated the head (±90° left/right and up
to 45° up) or turned the body on the stool. The user was always shown
a crosshair in both guidance modes in the center of the display to select
the virtual target. To select a target, the user had to orient the head
towards the target object and place the crosshair over it, and could then
press the trigger of the controller for confirmation.

In study part 1 there was no background noise and no secondary
task. It was set in a 3D space with uniformly gray floor, walls and
ceiling (see Figure 6). A light source was also included in the scene to
create an impression of depth. In study part 2 and 3 the target had to
be found under conditions with background noise. Objects (distractors
and target) were generated in the same way as in study part 1, but were
located in a busy city environment. In the VR setting the user was
standing in front of a broad street and was facing the opposite roadside.
To create areas with increased optical flow at the 0° elevation level,
cars were moving fast from left to right on the street and vice versa,
while people walked around the pedestrian walkway in front of the user.
To mimic real-world conditions, targets and distractors could not be

occluded by buildings, but could be partially (and briefly be) occluded
by pedestrians and cars. Horizontal optical flow between 22.5° and 45°
was realized by recurrent wind gusts that transported small (visible)
particles.

We added further distractors and minor optical flow for study 2 and
3 in the form of flying birds. The birds appeared in irregular intervals
(every 12-17 seconds in study part 2 and 15-20 seconds in study part 3)
on a path between the target elevation levels on 11.25° and 33.75°. The
chosen path of the bird was depended on the current target elevation. If
the target elevation was set on 0°, the bird was flying on 11.25°. If the
target was on 45°, the bird was flying on 33.75°. Finally, if the target
was placed on 22.5°, one of both path’s was chosen randomly. We
did this to ensure the user always had the possibility to notice the bird
during the search task. One bird was always present at the same time,
visible for about 12 seconds. It followed a sinusoidal trajectory around
the user from left-to-right or right-to-left on the selected elevation (see
Figure 9c). If the user selected a possible target object while a bird
was already flying in the scene, the bird adapted its elevation according
to the new target object. Next to creating additional optical flow to
the scene, the flying birds address two issues related to SA, namely
noticeability and performance in a dual task condition. We focused on
general perception (noticeability) in the first half of study part 2. For
this, we let the birds fly more frequent and at a closer distance to the
user at about 12 meters to make them clearly recognisable. Participants
started every study part either with the visual or with the audio-tactile
guidance method. Afterwards, they repeated the same object collection
task with the other method. To receive an impression about the general
perception of the environment, we asked every user after finishing the
first mode of study part 2 which movable object was noticed in the
scene. Prior to the study, participants were not explicitly advised to pay
attention to their environment. The general perception was achieved
in case the user indicated that he noticed the bird. With regards to
measuring dual task performance we also included a secondary task
next to the object collection task in study part 3. Here, we let the birds
fly less frequent (every 15-20 seconds) and further away at about 20
meters to make them less obvious, yet still well visible for the user.
The performance of the secondary task was primarily measured by the
number of correctly detected birds during the regular object collection
task with each of the two guidance methods. We also measured how
often and long the bird was visible in the total FOV of the HMD (not
the simulated AR FOV).

4.5 Procedure

Participants were recruited via a university mailing list and received
a 10 Euro voucher as a reward for participation. We employed a 2x3
within-subject design to examine the effect of factors guidance feedback
(visual versus audio-tactile) and task load (no noise, noise, noise and
secondary task) on search time performance and hits/errors. Study parts
1 to 3 were always completed in ascending order as difficulty increased
from study part 1 to 3. It was intended users got used to the guidance
feedback when first noise and secondly an additional task was added
to the search task. Users had to complete 30 training trials in total, ten
before performing each study part. The task during the training trials
was identical to the task of the performance session, except that the
user had no time limit to find the targets in order to understand how the
guidance methods work. Within each study part, guidance feedback
was tested block-wise: First all trials with one guidance method were
completed, then all trials with the other guidance method followed:
(Mode A →Mode B) or vice versa (Mode B→Mode A). Therefore, for
three study parts, there are 23 possible feedback orders to perform the
complete experiment that were balanced across participants. At the
beginning of each study part a fixation point was shown to ensure the
correct starting position of the user. As soon as the trial started, the
guidance feedback was provided depending on the current condition
to inform the user about the target location. The user could select the
target by placing the cursor on an object and pressing the trigger to
finish the trial. A red “x” was used as cursor, placed in the center of the
simulated AR FOV (see Figure 6 and Figure 9a and 9b). This shape
and color was used to be clearly visible in both visual and non-visual



(a) Static input image. (b) Resulting cluster partitions. (c) Color clusters values.

Fig. 7: A static image (a) of the environment used for study part 2 and 3 is taken as input for color analysis. Four cluster partitions (b) are
extracted from the input and the resulting values (c) are used to color the target and distractor objects for the user study.

guidance mode. After confirming the selected target by pressing the
trigger, the next trial started automatically, making it a continuous
object collection task. The procedure for study part 1 and 2 was the
same, which only differed with respect to the background.
In addition to the object collection task, the user was supposed to do a
secondary task in study part 3. A bird in either red, black or blue color
appeared in the scene, flying from one side of the street around the user
to the other side (shown in Figure 9c). The secondary task was about to
react as quickly as possible by pressing a button as soon as the bird was
spotted. The bird had to be visible inside the user’s total HMD FOV
while the button was pressed to be counted as hit. This enabled the
user to select a target in the search task and to indicate the discovery of
the bird at the same time. The three main study parts took 30 minutes
(10 minutes for each part - 5 minutes with each guidance method).
Including introduction, training and filling out the questionnaire, the
whole study took 45 minutes.

5 RESULTS

16 users (4 females), aged between 19 and 60 years (M = 29.1,SD=
9.2) took part in our study. The majority of participants played video
games daily (50%) or weekly (31.3%) and indicated that the gaming
console and the computer were their most often used mediums (37.5 %
each) followed by the smartphone (18.8%). Regarding the experience
with AR glasses 43.8% stated that they were using them sometimes.

A 2x3 repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze the effect
of task load (no noise, with noise, with noise and secondary task) and
mode (EyeSee360, audio-tactile) on hit rate (hits/trials), each absolute
and signed row, column total errors and errors per trial, trial duration
and total number of trials. Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied
when necessary. Row error was computed as the difference between the
row of the chosen object and the row of the actual target on the spherical
grid (see Section 4.4). Column error was computed analogously. We
further used Pearson correlation to analyze the association of the target
distance and performance measures. We assumed that identifying and
selecting targets that are far away and thus look smaller, could be more
difficult and made a separate analysis accordingly.

5.1 Performance, noise and guidance mode
In the following, please note that when we refer to task load, this relates
to the load inherent to the task itself, while we refer to workload as the
cognitive demand on the user side. The factor task load did not affect
hit rate as neither background noise nor the secondary task did lead
to performance decrements here (p = .103). Hit rate was consistently
high with mean values ranging from 0.93 to 0.96. Guidance mode, on
the other hand, significantly affected hit rate. Even though both modes
facilitated hit rates above 0.9, mean hit rate of the audio-tactile guidance
turned out be a significant 3% higher compared to the EyeSee360
technique, F(1,15) = 8.45, p = .011,η2

p = .36 (see Table 1). Trial
duration was further affected by both, mode (F(1,15) = 84.72, p <
.001,η2

p = .85) and the task (F(1.1,17.1) = 6.3, p = .019,η2
p = .296)

and marginally by their interaction (F(1.2,18) = 4.01, p = .054,η2
p =

.211).

Table 1: Mean values and standard errors of the hit rate which has been
affected by the interface but not by task load.

Interface Hit rate
EyeSee360 0.93 (0.02)*
audio-tactile 0.96 (0.01)*
Task load
No noise 0.93 (0.02)
Noise 0.94 (0.01)
Noise + 2nd task 0.96 (0.01)
* p <.05
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Fig. 8: Trial duration in seconds by task load and guidance method.
Trial duration was significantly longer with the audio-tactile mode in
each task at p level <.001.

Main effects analysis showed that in each study part, trial duration
was longer with the audio-tactile mode than with EyeSee360 (p< .001).
Furthermore we found a trend that trial duration decreased slightly in
the EyeSee360 condition from study part 1 (no noise) to 3 (noise
and dual task) (p = .062), while with the audio-tactile guidance trial
duration decreased from part 1 to 2 (noise) (p = .038) (see Figure
8). The figure also shows that several values deviate upwards. We
assume that these outliers can result from different factors: 1) Selection
difficulties, 2) target locations where the background color was more
similar to the target and 3) targets which were particularly close to
distractors. As we did not log these variables, it is not possible to
clearly trace it back. However, some of these aspects will be considered
in the upcoming discussion.

5.2 Effect of target distance
We computed the euclidean distance from the user’s viewpoint to
the target position for each trial. Following, we analyzed the cor-
relation between the distance, trial duration and hits in both guid-
ance conditions. Only in the EyeSee360 condition there was a sig-



(a) Study part 2 and 3 using EyeSee360. (b) Study part 2 and 3 using audio-tactile guidance. (c) Bird for SA measures used in study part 2 and 3.

Fig. 9: Busy city environment that is used for study part 2 and 3 to create visual noise and optical flow. The same object collection task is required
to solve with EyeSee360 (a) and audio-tactile guidance (b). To measure SA in study part 3, the user has to react to a bird flying through the scene
as secondary task (c). The dotted line visualizes an exemplary route of the bird. Note that out-of-view objects were visualized in semi-transparent
orange color and were not visible outside the simulated AR display during the experiment.

nificant positive correlation between the distance and trial duration
(r(3662) = 0.135, p < .001), and a negative correlation between dis-
tance and hits (r(3662) = −0.047, p = .005). That is, when using
EyeSee360, the further away the target was, the longer the participants
took and the fewer hits they made. Correlations were not significant
in the audio-tactile condition. We also categorized data by near and
far target distance and included distance as two-level factor in the
ANOVA model. As targets were placed in a random depth between
15 to 30 meters, targets below 22.5 meters are classified as near dis-
tance, everything above as far distance targets. The repeated mea-
sures analysis shows a significant influence of distance (near/far) on
trial duration, F(1,15) = 31.7, p < .001,η2

p = .848. Users generally
needed a little more time when the target was located in the far area
(M = 6s,SE = 0.51) compared to the near area (M = 5.5s,SE = 0.46).
There was also a marginally significant interaction of guidance and dis-
tance on trial duration, F(1,15) = 3.48, p = .082,η2

p = .188: Main ef-
fects analysis showed that only with EyeSee360 users needed more time
for distant compared to near targets ( f ar : M = 4.8s(SE = 0.48), near :
M = 4s(SE = 0.32), p = .001). In the audio-tactile condition per-
formance was similar for near (M = 7.1s,SE = 0.61) and far tar-
gets (M = 7.3s,SE = 0.59). Regarding hit rate, distance and the
guidance method showed a marginally significant interaction effect,
F(1,15) = 4.05, p = .062,η2

p = .213. Main effects analysis revealed
that when comparing the performance between guidance methods for
near and far distance targets separately, EyeSee360 and the audio-tactile
technique differed only at the far target level: Hit rate was significantly
higher with audio-tactile guidance (M = 0.96,SE = .011) than with
EyeSee360 (M = 0.92,SE = .017), p = .006. That is, in case of far tar-
gets the audio-tactile guidance performed 4.2% better than EyeSee360.
At the near distance level hit rates were also high for both feedback
modes (EyeSee, M = 0.94, SE = 0.02, audio-tactile, M = 0.96, SE =
0.01) but did not differ significantly (M = 0.92,SE = .017, p = .138).
When comparing the guidance methods at both distance levels, Eye-
See360 had shorter search times at each level (p < .001): At the far
target level, users needed 4.8s on average (SE = 0.48) and were 34%
faster than with the audio-tactile mode (7.3s,SE = 0.59). At the near
target level the EyeSee360 mode (4s,SE = 0.32) showed a 44% shorter
mean search time than audio-tactile guidance (7.1s,SE = 0.61).

5.3 Secondary task

After having finished the first block of trials with one mode in study
part 2, users were asked which moving elements in the scene they had
noticed. Users were not previously advised to pay special attention to
the background. As the question could only be asked one time, a t-test
for independent samples had to be performed to compare two groups of
participants as half of them started with EyeSee360 and the other half
with the audio-tactile mode. In the audio-tactile group 7 out of 8 users
noticed birds in the background (M = 0.87,SD = 0.35), but only 2 of
8 with EyeSee360 (M = 0,25,SD = 0.46), t(14) = 3.04, p = .009. To
further analyze how the mode affected the detection of the bird in the
background we conducted t-tests for dependent variables in study part
3, where the secondary task was to press a button when the bird was

noticed. In case the assumption of normality distribution was not met,
the Wilcoxon signed rank test was used as non parametric analysis.
Mean values and standard errors are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: Mean values and standard errors of bird performance measures
for both guidance methods in study part 3.

Mode Total time
in FOV in s

Number of
FOV entries

Number of
correct

detections
Misses

EyeSee360 2.5 (0.8)*** 1.2 (0.1)* 13.7 (3.1)** 3.1 (3.2)**
Audio-
tactile 1.8 (0.6)*** 1.1 (0.1)* 16.4 (1.4)** 0.6 (1.1)**

* p <.05, ** p <.01, *** p <.001.

Users noticed the bird 28% faster when using the audio-tactile guid-
ance mode than with EyeSee360. The total time the bird spent in the
total HMD FOV until it was noticed was significantly lower in the audio-
tactile condition (t(15) = 5.28, p < .001). Also, the time from the last
FOV entry of the bird until it was found was significantly lower for the
audio-tactile mode (audio−tactile : M = 1.67,SE = 0.51,EyeSee360 :
M = 2.16,SE = 0.17, t(15) = 4.64, p < .001) as well as the average
number of FOV entries of the bird per trial, t(15) = 2.5, p = .024.
In addition, the mean number of detected birds was higher in the
audio-tactile condition than with EyeSee360 , Z = 3.06, p = .002. The
overall error (misses and false-detections) was significantly higher for
EyeSee360 (M = 3.38,SE = 3.24) than with the audio-tactile mode
(M = 0.81,SE = 1.22), which could be attributed to the misses. Their
number was higher in the visual condition than in the audio-tactile
one (Z = 3.21, p = .001) while the number of false-detections did
not differ significantly between conditions. Mean values and stan-
dard errors are displayed in Table 2. We further analyzed poten-
tial correlations between the performance of the search task and the
performance of the secondary task, namely time until the bird was
found. Regarding the audio-tactile guidance method, there was no
correlation between primary and secondary task performance measures.
When being guided by EyeSee360 a higher hit rate in the search task
was associated with a faster detection of the bird after it entered the
FOV (r = −.656, p = .006), the total time the bird spent in HMD
FOV until it was noticed (r = −.536, p = .032) and bird detections
(r = .745, p = .001).

Table 3: Significant differences between questionnaire ratings about
distractors and task performance for study part 3.

EyeSee360 Audio-tactile
Feeling disturbed by moving objects 4.9 (3.2) 4.1 (2.8)*
Fast secondary task performance 6.2 (2.3) 7.4 (2.3)*
Precise secondary task performance 5.8 (2.5) 7.1 (2.6)**
Concentration on secondary task 5.9 (2.4) 7.8 (2.4)*
Ease of judging the vertical position 9.4 (0.9)* 8.1 (2.2)
* p <.05, ** p <.01



5.4 Questionnaire ratings
With regards to cognitive measures, a 2 x 3 repeated measures ANOVA
was used to analyze the effect of task load and guidance method on
workload through overall (raw) NASA TLX rating scores and on sub-
scales. The overall NASA TLX score ranged from 0 to 100, ratings
on a subscale from 1 to 21. Task load showed a significant effect on
the overall NASA TLX score, F(2,30) = 12.11, p < .001,η2

p = .447.
It was significantly lower in study part 1 compared to part 2 (p = .001)
and to part 3 (p = .001). Regarding the analysis of subscales, task load
affected mental demand (F(1.43,217.67) = 6.5, p = .011,η2

p = .3),
marginally physical demand (F(2,30) = 3.18, p = .056,η2

p = .175)
and performance (F(2,30) = 6.19, p = .006,η2

p = .292). Post-hoc
comparisons revealed significantly higher ratings for mental demand
for study part 3 compared to part 1 (p = .019) and higher ratings
on the performance subscale in study part 1 than in 3 (p = .012).
The effort subscale was not affected by neither task load nor guid-
ance method. In contrast, frustration subscale was affected by both,
task load (F(2,30) = 6.18, p = .006,η2

p = .292) and guidance method
(F(1,15) = 4.34, p = .055,η2

p = .23). Frustration was higher in study
part 3 compared to part 1 (p = .033) (see Figure 10) and higher with
EyeSee360 (M = 7.4,SE = 1.1) than with the audio-tactile interface
(M = 5.8,SE = 1.1) across all study parts. There was no interaction
effect between study part and mode, however mean values and standard
errors by both factors are displayed in Table 4.

We further compared usability ratings regarding distractors and
task performance factors between EyeSee360 and the audio-tactile
mode, see Table 3. In study part 3 but not in study part 2, users
felt more disturbed by moving objects while performing the search
task with EyeSee360 than with the audio-tactile guidance, t(15) =
−2.36, p = .032. They further indicated they thought they had per-
formed the secondary task faster (t(15) = 2.40, p = .03) and more
precisely (t(15) = 3.47, p = .003) with the audio-tactile mode. Par-
ticipants were also better able to concentrate on the secondary task
(t(15) = 3.21, p = .006) and on the main task with audio-tactile guid-
ance (t(15) = 2.3, p = .036). However, judging the vertical position
was perceived to be easier with EyeSee360 (t(15) =−2.44, p = .028).
Other usability ratings as the ease of performing the task, ease of
learning, performing the main task fast and precisely, judging the hori-
zontal position and distance, fatigue did not differ significantly between
guidance modes.

Fig. 10: NASA TLX scores across both guidance modes for the frus-
tration, mental demand and performance subscale show significant
differences between task load conditions, * = p <.05.

Regarding the overall usability of the system, users provided high
ratings, indicating that they coped well with the task and the setup (see
Table 5). Finally, users were asked post hoc which of the two guidance
methods they would prefer using in VR/AR technologies and which
method is potentially better to pay more attention on the surroundings
on a 7-point scale (1 = audio-tactile, 7 = EyeSee360). With regard
to the first point, user ratings (M = 3.13SD = 1.49) indicated a slight
tendency for the usage of audio-tactile feedback for the purpose of
guidance in AR. On the latter point, ratings (M = 2.56,SD = 1.77)
show a clear trend that users have the feeling to be more aware of their
surroundings when using audio-tactile cues.

Table 4: Mean values and standard deviations by study part and guid-
ance mode for NASA TLX subscales frustration, mental demand and
performance.

Study part Scale Audio-tactile EyeSee
F 4.8 (3.8) 6.3 (3.9)

1 MD 9.3 (5.2) 10.4 (4.5)
P 15.8 (3.1) 15.3 (5.1)
F 5.8 (5.2) 7.4 (4.6)

2 MD 11.4 (5.3) 11.6 (4.9)
P 14.2 (4.5) 14.9 (3.4)
F 6.7 (5.8) 8.5 (5.7)

3 MD 11.9 (4.8) 12.5 (4.6)
P 13.4 (4.4) 13.3 (4.8)

F = Frustration, MD = Mental demand, P = Performance

Table 5: Mean level of agreement with comfort and usability statements
for the overall system on 11-point Likert items and standard deviations.

Statement Mean
Rating (SD)

Easy to detect targets 7,38 (2,47)
Sitting comfort 8,50 (2,24)
Interface (HMD+head strap) comfort 8,88 (1,76)
Task was easy to understand 10,13 (0,78)
Concentration on task 9,38 (1,17)
Easy to recognize targets 8,75 (1,52)
Improvement over time 9,25 (2,05)
Fun of use 9,88 (1,27)

6 DISCUSSION

RQ1: How well do non-visual guidance methods perform compared
to visual guidance methods in a search task on different levels of task
load?
In H1 we expected that the performance of the guidance method would
be related to the degree of subjective workload as experienced by the
user. The hypothesis implied that EyeSee360 would outperform audio-
tactile guidance on a low level of visual task load, but performance
differences would be decreasing as soon as the task load would increase.
The performance of the audio-tactile guidance on the other hand was
expected not to decrease in the high task load conditions. The self-
evaluated mental workload generally increased with a higher task load
during the experiment as intended, whereas users indicated that they
did not put more effort into solving the task. Interestingly, there was
no significant difference of the mental workload ratings across the
guidance modes, which is in contradiction to our first hypothesis H1.
This was assumed since visual guidance methods usually compress a
high level of information in a limited FOV (compare [30,33]). However,
this outcome has probably been reduced by recent improvements of the
EyeSee360 method [31].

Surprisingly, our results show that the task load did not have an
effect on task performance of both methods. Regarding hit rate, the
audio-tactile guidance was on a par with EyeSee360 across study parts,
which also indicates a comparable performance to other visual guidance
techniques [32]. The overall hit rate of the audio-tactile mode was 3%
better then EyeSee360 which was a small but significant difference in
mean values (EyeSee360: 0.93% vs. audio-tactile 0.96%). However,
the search duration per trial was considerably longer for audio-tactile
guidance in comparison to using EyeSee360. This may be explained by
the fact that audio-tactile cues used for guidance are relatively difficult
to interpret and therefore require additional training until it can be
used at a higher speeds (see [62]). In comparison, the f ocus+ context
approach used in EyeSee360 allows it to locate out-of-view objects
directly and mostly intuitive (e.g., the proxy encodes already in which
direction the user has to move their head to locate the object) [30, 32].
Another possible explanation regarding the consistently good guidance
performance of EyeSee360 in the noise conditions could be explained



by the observations that participants were partially able to fade out the
background and focus mainly on the projection plane of the EyeSee360
interface (also see [16]). Therefore the increased noise level did not
affect the visual guidance method as much as expected and users were
able to concentrate on the search task in a straightforward manner.

However, using EyeSee360 led to a significantly higher frustration
level compared to the audio-tactile technique. We assume that this
effect was partially caused by the occasional selection issues. During
the selection phase, users sometimes needed several attempts to place
the crosshair reliably on the target object, required for selection. This
happened mostly if the object was placed at a high distance. We
assume this problem arises as a part of stereoscopic depth disparities
[16, 47, 50] in which users need to focus on different focal planes:
EyeSee360 in the foreground for target guidance and object selection
in the background. This problem might be aggravated if both planes
have a large distance to each other - as is the case the target object is
placed far away from the user and thus appears smaller. In this context
we found out that users generally took longer if targets were placed
in higher distances with both methods. However, the tendency to an
interaction between distance and guidance on hit rate shows that slightly
fewer hits were made in EyeSee360 condition when targets were distant.
This is comparable to [35], which also reports about a reduced selection
accuracy of EyeSee360 compared to other visual methods. However,
improving target selection, e.g., integrating a combination of head- and
eye-based approach [49] or using novel interaction devices like 3D
pen [73], might lead to a higher accuracy and overall hit rate for both
visual and non-visual guidance.

Another source of frustration is potentially visual clutter. In this
context, sensory overload is a relevant topic as visual guidance methods
usually compress information into a relatively small FOV (see [23,47]).
Even though EyeSee360 was optimized to somehow reduce mental
workload and visual clutter [31, 34], these techniques might still suffer
from a limited FOV. By transcoding visual information into audio-
tactile cues we potentially reduce the visual complexity and the number
of distractors within the FOV. This allows the AR system to use the free
display-space for any other non-guidance related further information.
In this regard, it would also be interesting to investigate the search
behaviour between visual and non-visual guidance in context of a lim-
ited FOV (compare [18, 83]). Also information density could be an
additional factor which might affects search performance [13]. Gener-
ally, further studies are required to find out whether search behaviour
and performance differ considerably between visual and non-visual
guidance methods. Also, while it makes sense to use wider FOV to
reduce cognitive load, previous studies have only dealt with relatively
low information density so far [8]. In addition, considerations should be
given to how these factors might affect real AR environments compared
to a highly controlled simulated AR environment in VR. While it can
be assumed that results can be applied to AR systems up to a certain
degree, simulated AR still has clear challenges related to the fidelity
of the real world component in the system. For example, physical
conditions like relative brightness and contrast between real and virtual
objects or the level of opacity of the virtual objects might have an
additional impact on the user performance [74].

Finally, attention mechanisms likely play an important role. Hu-
man attention is primarily attracted to visually salient stimuli. Visual
selective attention allows human perception only to focus on a small
area of the visual field at a given moment [93]. However, multisensory
integration and crossmodal attention have a large impact on how we per-
ceive the world, potentially enhancing selection attention in AR tasks.
Providing information over multiple sensory channels has the potential
to enable sensory stimulus integration. For this, attention mechanisms
are used to process and coordinate multiple stimuli across sensory
modalities, which also affects the way of managing resources [21].
However, multiple stimuli require a correct synchronization, otherwise
sensory integration does not take place as stimuli could be interpreted
independently [82]. This topic should be more closely addressed in
further studies comparing visual and non-visual guidance methods.

In conclusion, with respect to H1 we can state that although the audio-
tactile guidance is slower, it is able to provide a similar and even slightly

better hit rate compared to a well established visual guidance method
like EyeSee360. That is, when fast search times are not prioritized, the
audio-tactile method allows precise guidance while freeing up the visual
channel for other non-guidance information. The audio-tactile feedback
can also be interesting for visually impaired people like [41, 78], since
the same information is substituted to another sensory channel [59]
without degradation of hit rate performance. For this purpose also
depth cues can be particularly helpful. Regarding to common depth
judgement issues in VR/AR (see [84, 92]) the presented tactile depth
cues might be supportive for a more accurate depth estimation.
RQ2: Is there an effect of guidance method on situation awareness
when a secondary task is included?
As expected EyeSee360 performed reasonably well in terms of an ab-
stract object collection task. But regarding SA, an effect was noticeable
as soon as the task load increased from study part 2 to 3. Audio-tactile
guidance performed significantly better with regards to general percep-
tion (study part 2, noticeability) and SA performance measures (study
part 3, secondary task performance). This outcome confirms our sec-
ond hypothesis H2 that a higher SA is achieved by using audio-tactile
guidance. This, however, is not related to a higher workload when
using EyeSee360 as initially supposed. With respect to the general
perception, it was easy for most users (7 of 8) to notice the bird if
audio-tactile guidance was used in study part 2. In contrast, only 2 of 8
users were able to notice the bird while solving the collection task with
EyeSee360. This performance difference may be attributed to the focal
disparity, in which users tend to focus on the AR-plane to primarily
follow the visual guidance cues while blurring out the background
(compare [16]). By this behaviour, small details and objects are simply
being overlooked by the user.

Concerning the performance measures, a significant difference be-
tween both methods became apparent. Almost all SA measures were
significantly better with audio-tactile guidance than with EyeSee360
in the secondary task. Subjective questionnaire ratings also showed
that users felt they could perceive their surroundings significantly bet-
ter using audio-tactile guidance. This indicates a higher SA in terms
of environmental perception using the audio-tactile interface and can
probably be attributed to the fact that the user did not have to deal with
visually related issues (clutter, occlusion, selection issues). Therefore
users were able to handle the main and secondary task in more bal-
anced manner compared to the visual mode. In addition, frustration
and workload also showed a significant difference for EyeSee360 in
study part 3. Users were possibly more stressed when solving the main
and secondary task at the same time. Since human capabilities for
processing information are limited, there might not be enough capacity
to solve a secondary task sufficiently while using a visual guidance
method [63]. This could be due to the fact that that users tend to al-
locate their resources to higher priority-task components as soon as
the arousal increases. Even though participants were briefed that both
target search and secondary task were equally important to solve, some
users might have prioritized the target search subconsciously since it
was a continuous task over the whole user study. Furthermore, the level
of immersion might be higher in a simulated environment if a visual-
ization method is used for the search task compared to a non-visual
approach. This possibly results in a trade-off between the degree of
immersion and situation awareness, like reported in [39]. Generally, the
usage of AR can cause distraction from the real world since it requires
intensive concentration [4]. For that reason, reducing visual stimuli
in the visible area of the AR device and substituting them into other
modalities in a more intuitive way seems like a reasonable attempt to
increase SA during the use of this technology. However, this approach
is highly dependent on the current user task and further considerations
have to be taken in case it is still required to display additional visual
information inside the FOV.

Finally, we suspected a possible correlation between the main and the
secondary task, namely that users tend to focus more on one task while
neglecting the other. However, a statistical relationship between those
two variables was not ascertainable in case of audio-tactile guidance.
For visual guidance, however, the study revealed a quite contrary effect.
It turned out that if users performed the object collection task well,



they also showed a reasonable performance in the secondary task. In
conclusion, with respect to H2 we can state that a higher SA can be
achieved using audio-tactile guidance. However, this result could not
directly associated with a higher mental workload, but due to other
factors that need further exploration.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we compared EyeSee360, a state-of-the-art visual
guidance method, with a non-visual guidance approach using audio-
tactile stimuli. Doing so, we addressed head-mounted displays with
narrow FOV. The main focus was on measuring performance, accuracy,
cognitive load and SA during a object selection task in simulated AR.
We used a vibration headband that consists of five vibration motors
to create vibro-tactile feedback along the forehead and temples. By
providing audio-tactile cues, it is possible to guide the user in the 3D
space on the longitudinal, latitudinal, and depth plane. In particular, it
can restrict negative effects like visual clutter or occlusion compared to
common visual guidance approaches. As a result, we showed that users
are more aware of their environment with audio-tactile in comparison
with EyeSee360 with 16.5% more correctly detected background targets
and 28% faster detection times, which implies a higher SA when using
audio-tactile methods. However, during the main task, audio-tactile
guidance performed slower than EyeSee360 regarding search times.
As such, the choice of technique is context dependent - for example,
if target search time is prioritized, EyeSee360 is preferable. Usage
contexts that require improved SA and limited visual clutter can benefit
from audio-tactile guidance. Despite the fact that the FOV in AR
devices will increase in the future, it is still a challenging goal to build
displays that could cover the entire human visual field [43]. Even if next
generation devices included a larger FOV, they would still be limited.
Therefore, problems associated with visual methods like cluttering,
occlusion and a potentially high workload likely remain, especially
with higher information density. Here, audio-tactile cues can help in
order to address and improve these problems by substituting some of
the visual information.

Future work includes an improvement of the physical setup. By
extending the headband with more vibration motors (similar to [42]), a
higher resolution and thus an increasing accuracy would be possible.
This would allow us to investigate multiple target guidance in more
complex situations more closely. Using a different motor driver tech-
nology like linear resonant actuators or piezoelectrics would also be
reasonable in terms of usable bandwidth and acceleration characteris-
tics to improve accuracy and performance. Another interesting venue
of research is the combination of methods to assess characteristics
like performance and SA in more detail. In this constellation, audio-
tactile cues could be responsible for the target point guidance while
a visual method like EyeSee360 could be used to increase SA, e.g.,
warning of incoming objects similar to [39]. However, it still needs to
be investigated how visual metaphors work best in combination with
audio-tactile guidance without distracting or overloading the user with
information. In this context it would also be worthwhile to consider
the integration of transition signals to attract the users attention as soon
as certain information enters the FOV. Finally, eye tracking techniques
can be used to enhance the effectiveness of both visual and non-visual
guidance metaphors, support object selection [11], and could be used
an additional indicator for situation awareness [86].
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